Abstract. In this paper, we investigate stable matching in structured networks. Consider case of matching in social networks where candidates are not fully connected. A candidate on one side of the market gets acquaintance with which one on the heterogeneous side depends on the structured network. We explore four well-used structures of networks and define the social circle by the distance between each candidate. When matching within social circle, we have equilibrium distinguishes from each other since each social network's topology differs. Equilibrium changes with the change on topology of each network and it always converges to the same stable outcome as complete information algorithm if there is no block to reach anyone in agent's social circle.
Introduction
Stable matching can be best explained by the example of marriage and thus also known as the stable marriage problem (SMP). That aims to find a stable matching between two equally sized sets of elements given an ordering of preferences for each element. A matching is a bijection mapping from the elements of one set to the elements of the other set. Two sets can be illustrated as an equal number n of men and women, in which every man ranks the n women according to how desirable each is to him, without ties. Similarly, every woman ranks the n men based on their willingness [1] . Ideally, a perfect match would pair every man with the woman he likes best and vice versa. Clearly the preferences expressed by men and women rarely allow for a perfect match. But we can go for a stable match. A stable match is a match such that there is no man and woman that both like each other better than their current partners. When a match is stable, all couples are static: a man tempted to abandon his current partner for another woman he ranks higher will be rebuffed, since that woman ranks her partner higher than him. We can start with random matching, exchange the unstable pairs by switching their partners until no pairs have motivation to change, so the matching is stable. Such a solution os called Gale-Shapley algorithm [2] .
The classical Gale-Shapley algorithm assumes that all the information is public known, each agent is with complete information. Few works have been reported to study the stable matching with incomplete information [cite] . In the real-world matching problems, information is always limited. Just like the fact that it is infeasible for every man knows every woman and vice versa in the real world. Such incompleteness may impact the matching results significantly. In this paper, we assume the acquaintance between agents is incomplete and it can be modeled by a network. A fully connected network indicates ideal complete information. We are living in communities through social connection. In standard stable marriage problem, all the people are matched but in our research, we assume some agents could stay unmatched.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. We propose a new matching algorithm inspired by graph theory in Section 2. Section 3 gives theoretical analysis of graphical model and its influences on matching outcome. Section 4 characterizes the networked matching process in details. In Section 5 we introduces the equilibrium results and the intrinsic reason behind the results of four social networks. Finally, the conclusions and future work are given in the last section.
Network Structure
A social network is a social structure made of a set of agents and a set of the dyadic ties between them. An agent could be an individual or an organization. The network structure affects agents' social behaviors, so as to determine social phenomena in macro-level. In this paper, we mainly consider the following wellstudied networks: Scale-free networks (BA model) [3] , random networks (ER model) [4] , small world networks (WS model) [5] and nearest-neighbor Coupled Network (NCN model). The reason for choosing these four structures is because they are well-used representative social networks [6] . The analysis of the topology of complex networks is the key to study the dynamic progress of propagation dynamics, network synchronization, traffic flow and node game [7] . This research provides new approaches to investigate problems such as group consensus making, networked bargaining and trading strategies.
In graph theory, a network can be viewed as a graph G = (V, E), which is composed of a set of nodes V and edges E. Node number N = |V |, where |.| represents the cardinality, and the number of edges is M = |E|. Each side of the E has two nodes in V and corresponding to it. If not mentioned particularly, undirected network and unauthorized network are not within our consideration. We only consider the simple network -there is no self-loops or repeated edges.
Four well-used Networks
BA model have been proposed as a model that reflects how social networks are formed, particularly online [13] . The network is seeded with two random links. After this, to add a link, we choose a node randomly and consider the links it could add to the graph. Each link is given a weight equal to the degree of the target node it connects to, and a link is chosen in proportion to these weights.
In the ER(n, p) model, a graph is constructed by connecting nodes randomly with probability p independent from every other edge. This is a baseline process where we add a link chosen uniformly from those links that do not already exist in the graph [11] .
As a transition from the completely regular network to the completely random network, the introduction of a little randomness into regular network can generate a network with small world characteristics, now known as WS smallworld network model [12] .
Nearest neighbor-coupled network of periodic boundary conditions formed a ring of N vertex, where each node and its neighbors around are connected, K is an even number. The most important feature of this kind of network is that the topological structure is determined by the relative position between the nodes, the network topology may also occur switch when the position of the nodes changes.
Network Topology
The topology of the network decides the dynamics of the network, two parameters characterizing complex network topology were well used in [8] : degree distribution, the average path length (APL). The degree k i of the node i refers to the number of edges connected to the node i. The average degree of all the modes in the network is denoted as k:
The probability distribution function of the degree is generally denoted as p(k), regarding to the probability of a node connecting with K nodes. The distance between two nodes i and j (l(i, j)) is defined as the number of edges in the shortest path connecting the two nodes. Here we use Dijkstra's algorithm [9] to calculate the shortest distance between two nodes. The average path length of the network is defined as the average value of the distance between any two nodes.
The average path length l of four models are listed in Table 1 [8] .
According to the degree distribution, complex network can be roughly divided into two big categories of scale-free networks and homogeneous networks [cite] . Homogeneous networks include nearest-neighbor coupled network, random network and small world network [10] . BA is scale-free network. In this section we describe a few models we use to create social network graphs. Network formation is determined by various growth processes that describe how a link is added to an existing graph. Table 1 . Average path length of four well-used network models.
Matching Algorithms for Networks
In social and economic interactions, including public goods provision, job search, political alliances, trade and partnership, an agent's vision and experience depends on his or her neighboring relations. Neighboring relations can form a network whose structure decides the direct interaction. In the real-world, regional limitation and attenuation of information flow help to make social circle for human beings. This truth inspired us to learn structured network in order to understand how the changes in network structure will reshape the matching outcomes.
Social Circle
Definition 1 (Social Circle). An individual's Social Circle reveals who are within the contact range is defined by a maximum depth (dep) he or she could on reach through another one. From the point of view of a graph, we means d(i, j) less than a certain given depth for mutual acquaintance.
From the definition, it's obvious that when l(i, j) > dep means vertex j is not in vertex i's social circle and and vice versa.
Compared to standard stable matching problem, the structure of each agent's social circle may have a great influence on its final matching results. For example, if all potential partners in one's social circle were chose by other competitive players, he(she) would be left unmatched and turns out no utility at all. This cannot happen in G-S matching. When considering structured networks when using the classic G-S matching algorithm, the connectivity of each network influences its efficiency in connected agents.
Definition 2 (Network Connectivity). Network Connectivity of a network φ refers to the proportion of the number of paths whose length less than the maximum depth (dep) to the number of all possible paths in a network.
It directly determines the number of people in someone's social circle. The more participation, the higher utility we can have, while connectivity for the classical G-S algorithm always be considered φ GS = 1.
Actually, APL in each social network forms the difference in connectivity at the start. The distribution of the shortest path length of the random network (ER) obeys Poisson distribution:
Where λ is the average path length. Then, the connectivity can be formulated by dep, d and l.
Through theoretical derivation, the average path length of random network (ER) is negatively correlated with connectivity (i.e., λ ↑→ φ ↓).
From Section 2, we have seen that two connected nodes in the NCN model are adjacent ones. Two nodes are connected in accordance with a certain probability in ER model. WS model adds some randomness into regular network, while BA model emphasizes node weight.
One node is to reach different kind and different number of other nodes in four social networks, leading to our research on stable matching problem based on structured networks. As to degree distribution, it's easy to understand that the more people participate in the match, the more choices people have, the more the utility will comes out.
As theoretical analysis of networks' topology shown, APL is a basic element determining average utility in agreement with external characteristics: differences in ways of networks connection and the degree of distribution. Relationship of APL and connectivity in the rest three models will not repeat them here. In the following part they will have empirical support.
Matching in Structured Graphs
There is a large literature of studying the matching models for market analysis with two-sided heterogeneity, such as the matching problems of students and schools, husbands to wives, and workers to firms.
1 Typical analysis in literatures assumes that the agents have complete information, and then examines stable outcomes. The assumption of complete information makes the analysis tractable but stringent. In this paper, agents on one side of the market cannot know all the candidates only knows the ones within his(her) social circle.
Let us reconsider the problem in the marriage setting as well: There is a finite set of women, I, with an individual woman is denoted by i ∈ I. There is also a finite set of men, J, with an individual man is denoted by j ∈ J.
A matching pair function p : I → J, one-to-one on p (i), that means woman i matches with the man p (i), where p (i) = ∅ means that woman i is unmatched and p −1 (j) = ∅ means that man j is unmatched.
Given a match between woman i and man j, S represents the ranking. woman i's preference to man j is recorded as S
Definition 3 (Utility of Agent). Utility is a measure of the agent's needs and desires through decision-making process. An allocation (i, j) consists of a matching pair function p and ranking scheme S. Utility of each agent is associated with S.
Woman's utility is u
While man's utility is u
To avoid trivial cases, we associate zero utility with unmatched agents, setting u i∅ = u ∅j = 0. So the utility of a matching pair and the average utility of matching outcome are
We consider one-to-one matching (i.e. no polygamy), with incomplete preference lists. Men and women play different roles. The algorithm takes as input the lists of preferences of men and women. Throughout the algorithm, men and women are divided into two groups: those that are engaged, and those that are free (i.e. not yet or no longer engaged). Initially, all men and all women are free.
As long as the group of free men is non-empty, the algorithm selects at random one man j from the group of free men. Man j proposes to the woman whom he ranks highest among recognized women i to whom he has never proposed before. One of three following scenarios may happen: − i is free. In this case, j and i are engaged to each other and both move to the engaged group.
− i is already engaged to j ′ but ranks j ′ less than j. In this case, i breaks her engagement to j ′ and instead gets engaged to j. j and i join the engaged group, whereas j ′ goes back to the group of free men. − i is already engaged to j ′ and ranks j ′ ahead of j. In this case, i stays engaged to j ′ and j stays in the group of free men.
Definition 4 (A Stable Matching Outcome).
A stable matching outcome given a social circle means there is no woman-man combination (i, j) such that [14] u w(i),m(j) > u w(i),m(p(i)) (13)
for all (i, j) satisfying
A proposed outcome that matches each man to a recognized woman is stable if there is no unmatched man-woman pair that could increase both their utility by matching with each other within their social circles. Comparing to complete information stability, in our model, the process stops when every free man has tried to propose to all the women he knows ending with some men and women might be unmatched. This algorithm ensures every structured network is experimented under the same conditions and we might observe four different matching equilibriums when N and k are fixed, resulting from their differences in network topology.
Experimental Studies
As we have discussed in previous sections that network topology could explain the matching outcomes in structured networks. We investigated relatively small networks, with total number of nodes N ≤ 100. In each round, each player complete preference list over all potential partners and make score from one to ten associated with ranking:
For a given matching game and preference list, we would run our various network formation algorithms and generate four kinds of graphs. In NCN model, each node is connected to its neighbors, this generate a sparse adjacency matrix which represents each agent's distance from another one. ER model is either of two closely related models for generating random graphs. In ER network, a graph is chosen uniformly at random from the collection of all graphs which have n nodes and M edges. This is a baseline process where we add a link chosen uniformly from those links that do not already exist in the graph. When NCN network is formed, WS can be generated by add some randomness. The original each edge of the network is randomly reconnected with the probability p, i.e., keep the endpoint of each edge unmoved, and the other endpoint is changed to a node randomly selected from the network. Actually, WS model a transition from NCN network to ER network. BA model introduce preferential attachment property into WS model. From a given connected network with M nodes, each time a new node will be connected to the existing m(m ≤ M ) nodes. But the probability when add this new node is related with the degree k i of the existing node i: Degree of node Average utility of matching outcome N=100, relationship between degree of node and average utility ER WS BA NCN Fig. 2 . Relationship between degree of each node and average utility, four curves respectively express the corresponding average utility in each degree.
j k j While these networks are considerably smaller than the real networks, their scaling and topological features should be representative. We also have dep = 3 to construct our model for the maximum depth between recognized participant. Four different models give out four different social circles for each agent.
In Fig. 1 , it shows fluctuation near a certain level. That is, the total population plays no decisive role in matching results. But under different network, it implies that the utility of matching distinguishes form each other as well as the equilibrium. We now show the average utility of four well-used network models under different population within degree of each node k = 2 as Table 2 .
But, it cannot be ignored BA model has a higher level of average utility than other three models which developed within our prediction. This can be explained by the node connection mode of BA model itself. When we have opportunity to contact with the relatively central player, participants are very likely to shorten the distance form another central one.
For the differences from model intrinsic properties. The number of participants in N is fixed, the parameters of each social model changes to explore the reasons for the impact of the matching results. Note that (see Fig. 2 ), the average utility of each model increases with the number of network degree. This result underlies matching outcome is related with network dynamic through topology. Moreover, all four models' average utility converge to a certain value. That because everyone has made partnership of form (i, j) which is complete information stable. At that point, every agent could get connected with anyone in the structured network even with defined social network. In addition, with the increase of the degree, BA model gradually achieve the maximum utility, while NCN model is the worst one.
To understand why degree of each node determines a matching outcome and why four models differs from each other. We need to understand a higher connectivity of a model means each person have more choices because he or she know more people. So we get better matching results with higher average utility.
From the view of graph, four models distinguish from each other in intrinsic properties, degree of each node determines APL, which directly affects optional candidates number of each person. We get the empirical support shown in Fig. 3 , Fig. 4, Fig. 5, Fig. 6 . There exists negative correlation between APL and connectivity. The shorter the APL of a model, the higher the connectivity. The result underlines the importance of APL in understanding the dynamics of complex networks, and resolves the differences between four models.
Above all, in one network model, keep N for a certain level, the higher degree of each node is, the shorter APL becomes. Then the higher connectivity is, the larger average utility is. Between four models, keep N and degree remain the same, BA model have the shortest APL as well as the largest connectivity. So we always see BA model turns out best result.
There are many complex system in real world, such as the traffic network, the interpersonal relationship network, the WWW network, the neural network and so on. In recent research, many complex networks such as WWW networks and metabolic networks have Power Law distribution which now is called BA model [15] . In simple terms, every day there are a lot of new web pages come to the WWW network. But in real network, a new node will have the greater probability to connect with the node possessing the higher degree. We call this "Richer Get Richer" like Matthew effect. Besides of Internet, social contact also shows this trend in twitter, Facebook and so on. So far, BA model has its practical significance and the most efficiency in connection.
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a stable matching algorithm by considering incomplete information in structured networks, where agents are not fully acquainted to each other. It emphasizes limited choice on marriage in reality, so we generate four well-used networks and define each agent's social circle to imitate real situation that there is no possibility to meet all people of opposite sex. We still use the same process to obtain all stable allocation when matching pairs, but end with every man has proposed to all woman within his social circle.
We find that different network structure makes each person's social circle different through its own average path length, leading to average utility of matching outcomes distinguishes from four models. We start from a player(node) connects another node in four ways and forms four social networks. In these social networks, each player has a distance with rest players, we define dep to divide who is on the choice list or not. Then we do matching algorithm only for recognized ones to get stable pairs, left some players be unmatched. BA network plays as a better social organization to put a more productive matching outcome because of its efficient dynamics setting the connection between every one closer.
